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ABSTRACT
Coffey, Benjamin Lucas. M.S. The University of Memphis. December 2010.
Modeling Light-Dark Cycle Memory in the Mammalian SCN. Major Professor: Mark
C. Ospeck, Ph.D.

The suprachiasmatic nuclei (SCN), the principal mammalian circadian oscillator,
contain several thousand clock neurons that oscillate spontaneously with ~24-hour
periods in its ventrolateral region. Without light, this network synchronizes through
action potentials releasing VIP, compromising on a free-running period near 24 hours.
We entrained Siberian hamsters to various light-dark cycles and tracked their activity into
constant darkness showing that they retain memory for a particular light-dark cycle to
which they were entrained before returning to their own free-running period. Using
Leloup-Goldbeter mammalian clock neurons, we model the ventrolateral SCN network
and show that light acting weakly upon a strongly rhythmic VIP oscillation can explain
the light-dark cycle memory that we observe. Additionally, light is known to initiate a
MAP kinase signaling cascade that induces transcription of both per and mkp1
phosphatase. We show that the ensuing phosphatase-kinase interaction can account for
the dead zone in the mammalian phase response curve.
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INTRODUCTION
The extent to which most living organisms have adapted to time is often easily
overlooked. In the past, many processes of organisms were simply disregarded as a
passive response to the natural world. These adaptations to time provide nearly all living
things with an important advantage, which is the ability to anticipate changes that occur
as time moves forward. If one looks at how time is experienced on Earth, it becomes
more apparent that time is the progression of rhythmic natural processes. These include
tidal cycles, circadian cycles, lunar cycles, seasonal cycles, and many more. One of the
most studied of these is the circadian rhythm of nearly 24 hours. This cycle of light and
dark is an interesting rhythm in that the period is practically constant and yet the amount
of light and darkness comprising the cycle may vary, depending upon the time of year as
well as the Earth’s latitude. This light-dark cycle can vary throughout the year from
complete days of constant light or constant darkness, occurring at the poles, to less
extreme and roughly constant days of equal amounts of light and darkness occurring near
the equator.
While it can be presumed that man observed night and day behaviors in plants and
animals, nothing suggests that these were considered anything more than passive
responses of the plants or animals to light and/or other natural stimuli (1). Written
records of the daily movement of leaves and flower petals date back to the conquest of
Alexander the Great when Androsthenes made his observations at the command of
Alexander himself (2). It wasn't until 1729 when Jean Jacques d'Ortous de Marian
conducted an experiment and observed that the plant he was testing exhibited the same
behavior of leaf opening and closing whether or not sunlight could reach it (1). In fact,
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de Marian's notion of an endogenous, or internally driven, timekeeping ability was not
generally accepted until over two centuries later.
Evidence now suggests that most living things possess an endogenous
timekeeping ability where certain physiological processes are synchronized to occur at
specific times (3). At the heart of this circadian clock (from Latin circa = about + diem =
day) is a biochemical oscillation that has many features that seem to be common across
species. Although there are many steps involved in the circadian oscillation, the basic
theme seems to be that a gene is transcribed, translated, and eventually forms a product
that will repress the gene's transcription. This product is degraded over time and with its
gene turned off, repression of the gene ceases and transcription begins again, restarting
the circadian cycle.
Light appears to be the principal entraining agent that synchronizes the biological
clock to the circadian day (4). When not entrained and in the absence of any entraining
agents, the clock's rhythmicity persists and displays a natural free-running period (FRP)
close to 24 hours (5). The clock is able to adjust this FRP in response to a particular
entraining agent by changing its phase (4). A reference time point (phase) is chosen with
respect to the animal's internal circadian clock, which would manifest itself as an
observable activity that is regulated by the clock. A second external phase is then
selected for comparison. For example, in experiments conducted on Siberian hamsters
entraining to a light-dark (LD) cycle, the onset of running wheel activity provides a
consistent marker for clock phase and can be compared against the time of lights off.
This data would then be represented as a so-called actogram shown in Fig. 1. Using an
actogram, it is then possible to determine the time difference between phases (phase
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angle), changes in phase (phase shifting), FRP, limits of entrainment, time to entrain,
memory of entrainment, and more.

FIGURE 1 Running wheel activity can be displayed in the form of an actogram. This
cartoon actogram is created by plotting running wheel activity (black bars) onto a white
and blue background, representing darkness and light, respectively. It is a 48 hour
double-plot meaning that the first row contains data for days 1-2, the second row data for
days 2-3, the third row data for days 3-4, and so on. For the first 10 days, the animal is in
constant darkness and without the presence of entraining agents, so it free-runs with a
23.5 hour period (its FRP). A typical FRP is usually near to, but not exactly 24 hours (1,
6). During day 11, the animal is exposed to a 12-12 LD cycle which causes phase
advances in the activity onset during the next 4 days. Then the animal entrains for
several days with a +1 hour phase angle between running wheel activity and lights off
before being returned to constant darkness. The animal retains 2 days of memory for this
cycle before returning to its FRP, as evidenced by no change in phase between activity
onset and lights off 2 days after re-entering constant darkness.

A phase response curve (PRC) can be generated by exposing a hamster to short
pulses of light at different times with respect to the onset of activity and then analyzing
the resulting actogram. A PRC provides clues about the underlying mechanism of the
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circadian clock and can be generated for practically any organism that displays a
circadian rhythm as shown in Fig. 2 A-B.

FIGURE 2 Exposure to short pulses of an entraining agent, typically light pulses, at
different times with respect to a standard phase results in phase shifting by the circadian
clock. The resulting data is then plotted in circadian time (CT) by scaling the FRP to a
24-hour day that has CT 0 and CT 12 denoted as activity onset for diurnal and nocturnal
organisms, respectively. A negative phase shift indicates a phase delay and positive, a
phase advance. CT 0-12 is known as subjective day and CT 12-24 is known as subjective
night. (A) Simpler forms of life produce a Type 0 PRC and are capable of phase shifting
up 12 hours per day. The interesting part of the Type 0 PRC is the break in the response
in the early-mid subjective night in which a short amount of time separates maximum
phase delay and maximum phase advance. (B) A Type 1 PRC is typical of more
complex organisms, such as mammals which can only phase shift at most several hours
per day and have dead zones, which are periods of time when an entraining agent
produces no phase shift.

In the anterior hypothalamus, mammals have a pair of millimeter-sized regions
known as the suprachiasmatic nuclei (SCN) shown in Fig. 3 (7). These two clusters of
thousands of neurons situated behind the eyes just above the optic chiasm and in
opposing hemispheres constitute the principal component of the mammalian circadian
clock (3).
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FIGURE 3 Coronal brain section of a Siberian hamster (Phodopus sungorus). As the
inset of a coronal slice shows, the brain slice is oriented such that the reader is face-toface with the hamster looking past the eyes into the interior of the brain. The left and
right are denoting the animal's left and right. The red arrows point to the SCN which are
the two areas that show up darker under staining. The green arrows point towards the
optic nerves to which the stain does not adhere well to.

Rhythmic activity of SCN neurons is thought to be driven by the rhythmic
expression of so-called clock genes and individual clock neurons exhibit circadian
rhythms in electrical activity and gene expression in vitro that have independent period
lengths and phases (8). SCN neurons placed at low densities in cell culture show
rhythmic activity, yet they fail to synchronize together (8). However synchrony is
observed in SCN slices or SCN neurons kept in vitro at high densities, which presumably
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allows synaptic communication between them (9-10). Also, in vitro exposure to
tetrodotoxin, a sodium channel blocker that inhibits action potentials, causes
desynchronization among SCN clock neurons, suggesting that intercellular interaction via
synaptic communication is necessary for synchronization to occur (9-10).

FIGURE 4 The Leloup-Goldbeter mammalian clock neuron model is a 16 dynamical
variable mathematical representation of a clock neuron within the SCN that simplifies
per1, per2, and per3 into per and cry1 and cry2 into cry, which represent per and cry
mRNAs respectively. per and cry mRNAs are translated to PERcyto and CRYcyto proteins,
in the cytoplasm (cyto), and then combine to form a PER-CRYcyto dimer which is
subsequently transported to the nucleus (PER-CRYnuc). Once there, it can trap the
promoter (CLOCK-BMAL1nuc) of the per and cry genes, preventing their transcription,
thereby supplying an indirect repression upon per and cry. PER-CRY-CLOCK-BMAL1,
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PER-CRYnuc, PER-CRYnuc-P, PERnuc, PERnuc-P, CRYnuc, CRYnuc-P, PERcyto, PERcyto-P,
CRYcyto, CRYcyto-P, per mRNA, and cry mRNA make up the repressor feedback loop
with (-P) denoting that it has been marked (phosphorylated) for degradation (X). In the
promoter feedback loop, the protein BMAL1cyto, transcribed from bmal1 mRNA, travels
to the nucleus (BMAL1nuc) where it combines with CLOCKnuc to form CLOCKBMAL1nuc which acts to promote per and cry while also repressing bmal1. Evidence
suggests that CLOCK is transcribed at a constant rate and does not have a circadian
oscillation and thus (clock mRNA, CLOCK, CLOCKnuc, and BMAL1-CLOCKnuc) are not
dynamical variables and hence are shown in gray. The repressor feedback loops is
central to just about all life forms on Earth, while mammals employ two interacting
feedback loops, the repressor and promoter loops.

The expression of genes that drive circadian rhythmicity in individual SCN clock
neurons is accurately described by the Leloup-Goldbeter (LG) mammalian clock neuron
model. In their model, the clock genes consist of per, cry, and bmal1 which is a
simplification of the known seven clock gene mechanism (3 distinct per, 2 cry, bmal1,
and rev-erbα). The proteins formed from these clock genes interact to produce a
sustained biochemical oscillation in constant darkness that is able to entrain to a lightdark cycle (11). Their model is described in further detail in Fig. 4.
We will show that Siberian hamsters (P. sungorus) form a memory for an
entrained LD cycle and we will use the Leloup-Goldbeter (LG) clock neuron model as a
stepping stone to a biophysically-based model of the mammalian SCN that is able to
account for this light-dark cycle memory.

METHODS
Experiments were conducted in compliance with The University of Memphis
IACUC Animal Research Protocol. Siberian hamsters, Phodopus sungorus, were our
model organism and were placed into individual cages fitted with running wheels wired
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to provide a voltage spike per revolution of the wheel that was recorded by a computer
operating Windows XP. Clocklab data collection and analysis software (Coulborn
Instruments, Allentown, Pennsylvania) was used to collect data, control light-dark cycles
(LD cycles), create actograms, as well as to analyze the data. Each actogram was
analyzed to obtain a linear fit to the onset of a particular animal's running wheel activity.
Animals were exposed to florescent and incandescent lights for the various LD cycles
that were tested. Four fluorescent light bulbs provided approximately 11,000 Lumens of
flux and gave about 2000 candles per square meter and similar results were obtained from
the two 11 watt incandescent bulbs. In order to calculate the number of days of LD cycle
memory, we made two fits to activity onset (Fig. 5 G-H.). The first fit used data during
the LD cycle and determined entrainment, whereas the second fit used data from when
the animal returned to constant darkness and determined the its FRP. The range of data
for the first fit was then extended to include days in constant darkness. Due to the
relatively few days of data during entrainment for the first fit, including days for which
the animals had no memory for the LD cycle would cause a noticeable increase in its
standard deviation.

EXPERIMENT
The aim of these experiments was to test Siberian hamsters' memory for a
particular LD cycle and also their limits of entrainment. This involved exposing them to
a light-dark cycle for several days until they entrained. After entrainment, they were
subjected to constant darkness in order to record how long it would take before they
reverted back to their own free-running period (FRP).
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To test for memory of a light-dark cycle, two types of 24-hour LD cycles were
used with the first being static and following the form XLYD. For example, 10L14D
meant 10 hours of light was followed with 14 hours of darkness similar to static LD
cycles near a solstice. The second "moving" light-dark cycle involved converting each
day a set interval of time from light to dark, or vice versa, starting from an initial LD
cycle (similar to the changing conditions near an equinox). This change in LD cycle was
always enacted at lights off (phase advance = lights off earlier each day; phase delay =
lights off later each day). This LD cycle is expressed in the form XLYD±Z with Z being
the changing interval of time in hours. For example, 15L9D-0.25 meant the first day was
15 hours of light and followed with 9 hours of darkness and then involved converting 15
minutes, 0.25 hours, of light into 15 minutes of darkness each consecutive day (note that
this causes a phase advance of the light-dark edge and activity onset for a nocturnal
animal). During these cycles, light onset occurred at the same time each day, whereas
light offset would vary accordingly. This method was used because Siberian hamsters,
being nocturnal, display much more consistent activity during the light offset, or the
sunset portion of their cycle. The next day's onset of running wheel activity can then be
predicted to within a span of just a few minutes. Of 57 hamsters, 31 entrained to a 24hour LD cycle with an average LD cycle memory of 2.0 ± 0.3 days (12). Using a p-test,
with a null hypothesis that hamsters formed no memory of the light-dark cycle, obtained
a p-value of ~10-7, soundly rejecting the null hypothesis. Hence, it is virtually impossible
for the animals not to have formed a memory for a particular LD cycle with a period
length close to 24 hours (12). Actograms are shown in Fig. 5 A-D for some of the LD
cycles that were used.
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FIGURE 5 Siberian hamsters were housed individually in cages while their running
wheel activity was recorded. They were placed into light-dark cycles before being
allowed to continue into constant darkness for several days. Linear least-squares fits to
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activity onset are used in order to quantify the number of days of memory an animal
retains for a particular LD cycle. (A) Animal shows ~2 days of memory after
entrainment to a 10L14D. (B) Animal shows ~2 days of memory after entrainment to a
14L10D. (C) Animal entrained to a 16L8L-0.25 shows ~3 days of memory. In this LD
cycle the light offset is phase-advanced by 15 minutes per day for 7 days. (D) Animal
shows ~2 days of memory when entrained to a 16L8D-0.17, which phase-advances the
light offset by 10 minutes per day for 7 days. (E) The animal in an11L11D shows ~1
day of memory for the LD cycle simulating a 22 hour day. (F) While in a 13L13D,
simulating a 26 hour day, the animal retains ~1 day of memory. (G) This animal was
entrained to a 16L8D-0.33, which phase-advanced light offset by 20 minutes per day for
15 days, and showed ~4 days of memory. A linear fit to the animal's activity onset
during the LD cycle (red) determines entrainment and a second linear fit during the
constant darkness phase (blue) determines the FRP. To calculate how many days of
memory an animal has for a particular LD cycle, the entrainment fit is extended to
include days after being returned to constant darkness. (H) An increase in the standard
deviation of the fits occurs when more days are included into the first fit beyond the
number of days an animal has a memory of entrainment. This is due to the fit not having
a large number of days of data, so that one day that deviates (no memory) included in the
fit produces a recognizable increase in standard deviation. This animal had about 4 days
of memory of the LD cycle as seen by the increase in standard deviation after the fourth
day in constant darkness.

To test the limits of entrainment of Siberian hamsters, a relatively small set of
non-24-hour LD cycles were used, specifically, simulating day lengths from 20 hours to
28 hours. Those beyond 22 to 26-hour day lengths seemed to be too extreme for
entrainment. Of the 9 Siberian hamsters that entrained within the previously mentioned
range, the average cycle memory was reduced to 0.8 ± 0.15 days (12). Using a p-test
with the null hypothesis that hamsters form no memory for a close-to-24-hour LD cycle
obtained a p-value of ~0.0004, again rejecting the null, and confirming that they form a
somewhat lesser memory for a cycle with a period length relatively close to 24 hours
(12). Actograms are shown in Fig. 5 E-F for some of the LD cycles that were used.
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MODEL
The mammalian SCN is not uniform in its organization and structure; hence this
compartmentalization must be taken into account in order to construct a model that can
simulate its entrainment properties. Since its ventrolateral (VL) region is thought to be
primarily responsible for the synchronization of the entire organ; it will be the focus for
the model (9-10, 13). Neurons in the VL region of the SCN are well characterized by the
Leloup-Goldbeter (LG) mammalian clock neuron model, which was mentioned in the
introduction, thus we couple together a network of these to model the VL SCN. Note that
due to computational limitations, we employ a reduced-dimension LG model neuron,
discarding its six degradation pathways, while still maintaining functionality similar to
the original. The resulting reduced-dimension LG model neuron, shown in Fig. 6 A, is 10
dimensions and still includes the repressor and promoter feedback loops.
In the resulting LG neuron network, our model neurons exchange vasoactive
intestinal polypeptide (VIP) because it is well known that the VL SCN employs this
neuropeptide as a synchronization factor (9, 14). VIP concentration locks itself to a
circadian oscillation during entrainment to a 12-12 light-dark cycle and experiences a
similar, but smaller oscillation in constant darkness (15). Also, light acts to slowly damp
a neuron's VIP production with an ~8 hour time constant and when VIP exchange in the
SCN is high, its concentration continues to decrease (15). Additionally, VIP is known to
depolarize a clock neuron by ~12 mV and to initiate a membrane potential oscillation,
both of which act to increase firing rate and in turn VIP exchange (16-19). All of the
above suggest including a ~12 hour negative feedback loop in which VIP production is
slowly damped in a clock neuron by the VIP that it receives from other clock neurons.
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FIGURE 6 (A) The Leloup-Goldbeter (LG) mammalian clock neuron model. In the
reduced-dimension version of the LG model neuron, the degradation pathways have been
discarded (compare to Figure I4.). The variables comprising the repressor feedback loop
consist of per and cry mRNAs (MP and MC), per and cry proteins (PC and CC), per-cry
protein dimer (PCC), and nuclear per-cry protein dimer (PCN) which act to repress the
production of MP and MC. The variables comprising the promoter feedback loop consist
of bmal1 mRNA (MB), bmal1 protein (BC), and nuclear bmal1 protein (BN) which acts
to promote the production of MP and MC. The variable linking the two feedback loops is
clock-bmal1-per-cry tetramer (IN) which indirectly inhibits MP and MC production. In
the LG model neuron CLOCK protein is not a dynamic variable and is colored gray to
represent its relatively constant levels. (B) The mammalian VL SCN network model
consists of LG clock neurons each of which is described by 16 variables and 4 feedback
loops. The model incorporates the promoter and repressor feedback loops and contains
two additional feedback loops. In constant darkness an oscillation in the neuropeptide
VIP (V) and its precursor (VP) drives oscillations in firing rate (R), which peaks near
CT7, and in second messenger (S) which causes per mRNA (MP) to peak near CT8,
synchronizing the network (20-21). Feedback loops are internal within a single clock
neuron except that in the VIP loop, it is the average rate of receiving VIP from other
clock neurons (average product of R and V) which sets target firing rate and second
messenger. Light acts on both firing rate and second messenger within this loop to induce
per mRNA within about one hour (20). The dead zone where the network is insensitive to
phase-shifting by light can be accounted for by a strongly nonlinear phosphatase-kinase
(PH-S) interaction.
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It is known that 15 minute light pulses act to sharply increase per mRNA
concentrations within about an hour and also that per peaks around CT 8 (20) with an
animal entrained to an LD cycle. Retinal ganglion cells exposed to light increase their
firing rate and this results in increased VIP exchange between clock neurons (22).
Received VIP initiates multiple signaling pathways, some of which leading to the
activation of CREB (21, 23-24). This nuclear transcription factor then binds to a specific
sequence of DNA to up-regulate clock gene transcription, specifically inducing per
mRNA.
Clock neuron firing rates also experience a circadian oscillation in constant
darkness, approximately doubling during the subjective day and peaking around CT 7
(25). Interestingly, the hyperpolarizing neurotransmitter GABA is cotransmitted together
with depolarizing VIP and clock neuron firing rates tend to be very slow (≤ 10 Hz). We
assume that one purpose of GABA cotransmission is to limit the increase in firing rate
when a clock neuron receives VIP so that during subjective day when GABA exchange is
relatively high it causes firing rate to saturate. Note SCN neurons are approximately
three times more likely to increase their firing rate during subjective night when it is low
as compared with subjective day (26). Together these findings lend support to the
hypothesis that in constant darkness an oscillation in VIP should be able to drive both
firing rate and per transcription so as to synchronize the network.
It has been shown that an acute light-dependent increase of per mRNA in a mouse
can result via a pathway that is independent of VIP (21, 23-24, 27). Part of this the
mechanism involves a kinase being translocated to the nucleus where it phosphorylates
CREB which then acts independently of the clock/bmal1 promoter to induce both per and
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mkp1 transcription (28). It is assumed that this pathway acts in parallel with the VIP
pathway to promote per transcription (see Fig. 6 B). It would seem that VIP is forcing a
per oscillation in constant darkness and phase shifting is caused by light-induced per.
The model of the mammalian VL SCN network consists of clock neurons that are
described by 16 dimensions with the first 10 coming from a reduced Leloup-Goldbeter
mammalian clock neuron model. Added to these are 6 dimensions that take into account
firing rate and VIP exchange among the neurons in the network. Each neuron's 16
variables are associated with 16 first order differential equations that describe the time
rate of change of each variable. Figure M1.B. shows a clock neuron of the mammalian
VL SCN network model and the interactions between variables. The following list
describes each variable (corresponding to a differential equation that can be found in the
appendix).
Six variables account for the repressor feedback loop:
1. MP = per mRNA, inhibited by nuclear per-cry dimer (PCN), promoted by nuclear
clock-bmal1 (BN) and independently by phosphorylated CREB (SN)
2. MC = cry mRNA, inhibited by nuclear per-cry dimer, promoted by nuclear clockbmal1
3. PC = cytoplasmic per protein
4. CC = cytoplasmic cry protein
5. PCC = cytoplasmic per-cry protein dimer
6. PCN = per-cry dimer in the nucleus, which binds clock-bmal1 (BN) to repress per, cry
transcription
Three variables account for the promoter feedback loop:
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7. MB = bmal1 mRNA, inhibited by nuclear bmal1 (BN) protein. In the LG model clock
is transcribed at a constant rate so that clock protein is considered an implicit part of
bmal1 (B).
8. BC = cytoplasmic bmal1 protein
9. BN = nuclear bmal1 protein; inhibits MB, promotes per and cry transcription.
One variable accounts for the coupling of the repressor and promoter feedback
loops:
10. IN = nuclear inhibitor of per and cry transcription. Inhibitor is made when per-cry
(PCN) dimerizes to clock-bmal1 (BN) thus preventing it from promoting per and cry
transcription.
Negative feedback loop in which received VIP damps a clock neuron’s own VIP
production, resulting in an endogenous VIP oscillation in constant darkness:
11. VP = VIP precursor, inhibited by received VIP
12. V = VIP neuropeptide exchanged between clock neurons in the ventrolateral SCN
13. R = clock neuron firing rate. When low it is quickly increased by received VIP, but
when R is high we assume that the GABA cotransmitted along with VIP causes the firing
rate to saturate.
14. S = phosphorylated MAP kinase in the cytoplasm caused by VIP binding to the
VPAC2 receptor
15. SN = nuclear CREB presumably turned on by MAP kinase, which then induces per
and mkp1 transcription. Our assumption is that it also damps VIP precursor (VP).
16. PH = mkp1 phosphatase induced by CREB (SN) that dephosphorylates/shuts off
MAP kinase signal (S).
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In constant darkness the SCN is able to form a synchronized free-running period
(FRP) that varies from animal to animal, but is usually within a half hour of 24 hours
long (11, 22). Individual neurons within the SCN have a wide variance in the natural
period of their repressor and promoter feed back loops, with period lengths that range
between 22-28 hours (11). So as to obtain a distribution of natural periods within the
network we used a Gaussian-distributed random variable si as a scale factor that
multiplied all the rate constants for the repressor and promoter feedback loops inside a
given neuron. Rate constant noise in the VIP feed back loop is not included, although
small amounts of it produced similar results. Also, while the VL SCN includes several
thousand neurons, computational limitations allow for simulating all-to-all coupling
between 50 neurons for times less than 1000 hours on a PC. Simulations were run using
Mathematica 5.2 on a Dell computer with a Microsoft Windows XP operating system and
an Intel Pentium 4 processor (model in support file). A basic model was constructed
where light causes a fast increase in second messenger (S) which induces both per and
phosphatase transcription. Induced per phase shifts the repressor feed back loops inside
the clock neurons while high levels of phosphatase block further second messenger signal
and establish a dead zone where the clock neurons become insensitive to phase-shifting
by light.

RESULTS
A network of LG model clock neurons can be coupled together through the
exchange of the neuropeptide VIP. When VIP is made to oscillate in a 12 hour negative
feedback loop (Eqns.11-15; VP, V, R, S, SN) received VIP causes fast per transcription
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which synchronizes all the repressor loops together in constant darkness (Eqn.1; Fig. R1.
A.). This synchronization depended on several factors, first that received neuropeptide
would quickly increase firing rate together with per transcription, second that received
neuropeptide was slowly coupled back to inhibit neuropeptide precursor and third that
this feedback loop needed to be strongly rhythmic. Strong rhythmicity in turn depended
on received VIP inhibiting a clock neuron’s own VIP production through a high gain,
nonlinear negative feedback (Eqn. 11).
The model was able synchronize itself in complete darkness by using part of the
second messenger pathway that is employed for entrainment to light. In general, the
compromise frequency struck between coupled nonlinear oscillators can be either greater
than or less than their average frequency, as it depends on the relative strengths of the
couplings from the fast oscillators to the slow ones and vice versa (29), and a good
example of this would be phaselocking between fire flies (30-31). In the case of the SCN
it is possible that the coupling between neurons acts to slow the network down and
lengthen its natural period above the average period of the neurons (32-34). Here it is the
time constant for the VIP feedback loop which sets the network compromise period and
we chose it to be very close to the average period (24.0 hours) of the model neurons,
although it could be adjusted to either speed up or slow down the network.
Electrically we consider a clock neuron as a small capacitor with a voltage
threshold that when surpassed results in an action potential. VIP received from other
clock neurons increases membrane potential and firing rate, while received GABA has
the opposite effect, decreasing membrane potential and firing rate. Firing rate is also
increased by positive leak conductance turned on by retinal ganglion cells that are
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exposed to light. Thus our target firing rate is proportional to the average firing rate-VIP
product when it’s small, but then saturates due to the cotransmission of GABA when this
product becomes large, and also includes a step function representing input from retinal
ganglion cells that are exposed to light (Eqns.13, 13a).
We obtained a phase response curve (PRC) for the synchronized network where a
pulse of light was represented by two step functions that immediately increased both the
rates of change of firing rate and of second messenger. Then by adjusting the strength of
these light induced increases in dR/dt and dS/dt the recorded phase shifts due to 15
minute light pulses could be made similar to PRCs obtained from mammalian
experiments (22, 35; Figure R1. F.). Physically, light causes the transmission of
glutamate and PACAP along axons of the RHT to the VL SCN so that it is logical that
the light-induced second messenger (S) is in part due to PACAP binding to the VPAC2
receptor (36). Also it is now known that acute light-dependent increase of per mRNA in
mouse can result via an NMDA receptor pathway that is independent of VIP and the
VPAC2 receptor (27). Meanwhile VIP (V) is being continuously exchanged between
clock neurons so our second messenger target was proportional to the average firing rateVIP product plus a step that we attribute to light-induced input from retinal ganglion cells
(Eqns.14, 14a). Light induced increases in firing rate also act to increase S.
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FIGURE 7 (A) The VL SCN network model forms a compromise free-running period
(FRP) for 50 neurons in complete darkness. per mRNA (orange) oscillates in the dark
from ~0-4 nM. The four overlaid curves are each scaled 0-1. On top is synch order
variance time  mean neuron i  MPi ]]
parameter (black) synch =
, where 1.0 is perfect synch
mean neuron i  variance time  MPi ]]
and 0.0 is no synch, although it should be noted, due to its placement, 4.0 and 3.0
represent 1.0 and 0.0 (32, 39). A scaled second messenger signal (blue), MAPK S,
occupies the 2.0-3.0 region in the y-axis. The scaled firing rate (green), R, which
oscillates by an approximate factor of two, occupies the 1.0-2.0 region. Finally, the
deadzone (purple) is at the bottom. The repressor and promoter feedback loops for 50
clock neurons synchronize together in constant darkness through the exchange of VIP.
Neurons are given a Gaussian distribution in the period lengths of their repressor and
promoter feedback loops with an average period of 24.0 hours and a standard deviation of
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1.2 hours. (B) The effect of a greater standard deviation (2.4 hours) in the individual
FRPs of clock neurons is that the network struggles to maintain a compromise FRP. (C)
When the amount of noise in the VIP feedback loop is doubled, VIP is still able to synch
the network during high intracellular VIP exchange. (D) When exposed to a pulse of
light (1 hour, ptrbR = 0.06, ptrbS = 0.06, thin black spike), the network phase delays ~ 1
hour. Repeating the process at different circadian times will produce a phase-response
curve (PRC). (E) The network is entrained to a 12-12 LD cycle with the rectangles
indicating when the lights were on. (F) Phase response curve constructed by measuring
the model network’s phase shift due to a 15 minute pulse of light in constant darkness
(light pulse represented by ptrbR = 0.04 in Eqn.13 and ptrbS = 0.08 in Eqn.14 ).

The generic PRC includes an interesting region about 9 hours long called the dead
zone where the mammal is insensitive to phase-shifting by light (22). Unlike the
mammal, fruit fly clock neurons see the light, which acts directly through chromophore
within them to degrade clock proteins and induce phase shifts (37). Clock protein
concentration oscillates so that when it is low the fly becomes insensitive to phaseshifting by light. However, phase-shifting and dead zone in mammals must work by a
different principle since mammalian clock neurons are kept from seeing sunlight directly
and their clock proteins are known to peak during the late part of the dead zone. In the
mammal, instead of degrading clock proteins, light induces transcription of both per and
mkp1 phosphatase (20, 24). It’s interesting that light uses cAMP/PKA, Ca2+ and MAP
kinase signaling pathways for this gene induction and that one of the induction targets is
a phosphatase which dephosphorylates MAP kinase. This interaction between kinase and
phosphatase is known to be very strongly nonlinear and we hypothesize that it is
responsible for the dead zone (38; exponent q=50 step function in Eqn.14b). Light causes
an increase in phosphorylated kinase signal which is followed by the induction of
dephosphorylated phosphatase. Kinase phosphorylates the phosphatase, changing its
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conformation so that it will dephosphorylate future kinase signal (38). Thus whenever
the kinase-phosphatase product exceeds a certain threshold it will establish a dead zone.
The interaction acts to truncate the phosphorylated kinase signal (Fig. 7 A-E.) and
effectively would make the SCN into a light-edge detector.
In constant darkness our simulated dead zone is generic and about 9 hours long
(22). Note there is experimental evidence that the width of the Siberian hamster’s dead
zone shortens to ~7 hours after the animal has been entrained to a winter 9-15 light-dark
cycle (35), the implication being that cycle memory makes the dead zone into a dynamic
rather than static interval. We note that in our simulations the dead zone expands to ~12
hours after entrainment to a summer 16-8 light-dark cycle. However our simulated dead
zone does not shorten after entrainment to a winter 8-16 cycle, but would if short day
lengths were to down regulate VIP to second messenger signaling S. Also, there is recent
experimental evidence for something like a kinase-phosphatase mechanism as being
responsible for the dead zone. Without VPAC2 signaling the mouse SCN becomes
inappropriately responsive to phase-shifting by light during the day, the implication being
that VIP signaling is responsible for the dead zone (27). In their experiment light via an
NMDA pathway was able to acutely induce per during the supposed dead zone for the
Vipr2-/- mutant mouse whose mPer1 mRNA (and presumably also mkp1 mRNA)
remained low throughout the circadian day. In our model it is VIP-driven mkp1
induction which is responsible for the dead zone.
We tested the model’s ability to entrain to the circadian day by using step
functions to make sequences of light periods. The network had a free running period of
24.0 hours and was able to phase shift by 10-12 hours in 6-7 days, advancing or delaying
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to acquire lock to a 12:12 light-dark cycle (Fig. 8 A-D). Increasing or decreasing the
coupling strength between light and the network respectively decreased or increased the
time to acquire the cycle. The coupling strengths ptrbR = 0.006 in Eqn.13 and ptrbS =
0.006 in Eqn.14 were chosen to be consistent with time-to entrain, cycle-memory and
limits-of-entrainment experiments.

FIGURE 8 Entrainment of the model network to a sequence of 12-12 light-dark cycles.
It takes approximately 6 days to phase advance by about 12 hours to entrain the (A)
transcription signal (SN) and (B) per RNA (MP). It takes about 7 days for a 10 hour
phase delay to entrain the (C) transcription signal and (D) per RNA. Light periods are
shown as sequences of black rectangles and represented by ptrbR = 0.006 in Eqn.13 and
ptrbS = 0.006 in Eqn.14.
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Next we investigated the model’s memory for the particular light-dark cycle to
which it was entrained together with its limits of entrainment. Fire flies are known to
have a resetting strength where a larger strength permits synchronization between two
flies with more dissimilar frequencies (29). Here the coupling is between a network with
a 24.0 hour free running period and a specific light-dark cycle. Our light periods are
defined by the height of the step changes they make in dR/dt and dS/dt (ptrbR = 0.006 in
Eqn.13 and ptrbS = 0.006 in Eqn.14). This choice permitted the network to entrain cycle
lengths between about 22-26 hours, while our experimental range of entrainment was 2026 hours (Fig. 9 A-B and E-F). While holding day length constant we locked the network
to various light-dark cycles. When fixed to a 24 hour day length the model was able to
remember the particular cycle, i.e. 10-14, 14-10, etc. that it was locked to while
proceeding into constant darkness (Fig. 9 C-D). Cycle-rate memory tests began with 1212 light-dark cycles which for 12 days increased or decreased their light period by 10
minutes per day in order to mimic large day length changes that occur at high latitudes
near to an equinox (40). Again, similar to our experimental animals the model was able
to anticipate the expected light and dark edges while proceeding into constant darkness
(Fig. 9 G-H).
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FIGURE 9 Light-dark cycle memory and range of entrainment. per RNA (MP) is shown
for the last several of 12 days of light-dark cycles. Periods of light are indicated by the
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tall rectangles, while the shorter rectangles are in constant darkness and show where the
light would be if the cycle were continued. PS1, 2, 3 are the network phase shifts for the
first, second and third days in constant darkness with respect to the last day on the cycle.
(A) Model with a free running period of 24.0 hours was unable to lock a 10-10 cycle (B)
able to lock an 11-11 cycle (PS1= 0, PS2=-119 min., PS3 =-200 min). (C) 10-14 cycle
had one day of memory before phase advance (PS1= 0, PS2= +13 min., PS3 = +13 min).
(D) 14-10 cycle one day of memory before phase delay (PS1= 0, PS2=-47 min., PS3 =47 min). (E) 13-13 cycle had one day of memory before phase advance (PS1= 0, PS2=
+30 min., PS3 = +54 min). (F) unable to lock 14-14 cycle. (G) 12-12 cycle whose light
was advanced/increased by 10 minutes per day shows about one day of cycle-rate
memory before phase delay (PS1= 0, PS2=-32 min., PS3 =-47 min). (H) 12-12 cycle
who’s light period was delayed/decreased by 10 minutes per day also had one day of
cycle-rate memory before phase advance (PS1= 0, PS2= +32 min., PS3 = +32 min). (I)
Memory lost for 10-14 cycle when rhythmicity of the VIP oscillation reduced (c4 0.37 →
0.36 in Eqn. 11, c9 1.5 →1.45 in Eqn. 13a, c11 2.0 →1.5 in Eqn 14a, s 0.96 → 0.88 to
maintain 24.0 hour period; PS1= -15 min., PS2= -146 min., PS3 =-176 min). (J)
Duration of cycle memory markedly increased when the effect of the light perturbation is
decreased (ptrbR 0.006→0.002 in Eqn.13 and ptrbS 0.006→0.002 in Eqn. 14;
PS1=PS2=PS3=0). Evidently cycle memory depends that light act as a small
perturbation on a strongly rhythmic underlying limit cycle.

Next we reduced the rythmicity of the VIP feed back loop and this resulted in an
immediate large phase shift when proceeding into constant darkness, which we
interpreted as a loss of cycle memory (Fig. 9 I). We tested the opposite effect: reducing
the effect of light on a strongly rhythmic VIP oscillation which markedly increased the
duration of cycle memory (Fig. 9 J). Thus it appears that light-dark cycle memory and
cycle-rate memory can be accounted for by a strongly rhythmic neuropeptide feed back
loop upon which light acts as a perturbation. For memory what is important is that the
light-perturbed VIP limit cycle be similar to the unperturbed cycle. Note that the SCN is
about 100 times less sensitive to light than are the retina’s rod cells (26). Note also that
increasing the coupling strength between light and the SCN will increase range of
entrainment and shorten acquisition time but that these come at the expense of cycle
memory.
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DISCUSSION
A strongly nonlinear negative feedback appears to be required in order to
maintain the limit-cycle oscillation in the biochemistry inside an individual clock neuron
(14). Leloup and Goldbeter noted that the strong rythmicity within a clock neuron’s
repressor feed back loop depended upon a strongly nonlinear negative feedback,
characterized by a nonlinear feedback equation that used an exponent significantly
greater than one (n = 4 in Eqns. 1 and 2). This choice made for a robust circadian
oscillation of the clock proteins per and cry within a single uncoupled clock neuron in
constant darkness. Apparently strong nonlinearities are also required in the coupling
pathway between clock neurons in order to compete against and overcome the cell’s own
natural rhythm, so as to be able to synchronize clock neurons together in constant
darkness. Strong nonlinearity within the neuropeptide feed back loop in the synch
pathway between clock neurons permits for a high-contrast synchronizing signal to be
exchanged between them, which then leads to a high degree of synchronization
(exponents o in Eqn. 1 and p in Eqn. 11). Also, a strongly rhythmic VIP oscillation on
which light acts only weakly leads functionally to light-dark cycle memory. This can be
obtained by making the negative feed back within the loop strongly nonlinear (exponent
p = 4 in Eqn. 11) and also by increasing loop gain (c4 in Eqn. 11, c9 in Eqn. 13a, c11 in
Eqn 14a).
There is some controversy concerning the intrinsic rhythmicity of clock neurons,
whether many remain rhythmic when uncoupled, and whether coupling should convey
both synch and rhythmicity upon them (9, 34). Indeed, if a particular clock neuron has
strong intrinsic rhythmicity with a period length that is several hours distinct from the
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circadian day then it would seem that a very strong coupling would be required to
synchronize it to the day. It’s evident that a natural competition should arise between the
intrinsic rhythmicity of an individual clock neuron and the rhythmicity of the loop that
synchronizes them together. It’s possible that many repressor and promoter feed back
loops are intentionally made only weakly rhythmic in order to permit easier
synchronization between them.
There is a natural question concerning the multiple actions of VIP: why should
VIP act quickly to increase firing rate while at the same time inducing clock gene
transcription and then later inhibit a clock neuron’s own VIP production? Compare the
VIP oscillation in the SCN in complete darkness with the voltage oscillation in a hair cell
in the frog’s hearing organ in complete quiet (41). In the quiet a current of potassium
ions leaks into the hair cell, which depolarizes it and turns on a fast, voltage-gated
calcium current that further depolarizes it (fast positive feed back). Calcium then binds
with a time delay to a calcium-gated potassium channel which hyperpolarizes the cell
(time-delayed negative feed back). When hyperpolarized all channels turn off and the
leak current then restarts the cycle so that hair cell voltage sinusoidally oscillates by
several millivolts in the quiet. Note that without the calcium current providing fast
positive feed back the hair cell would not oscillate. Compare this to the neuropeptide
oscillation in the SCN in constant darkness: as transmitted VIP increases, firing rate
increases which then further increases transmitted VIP (fast positive feed back).
Received VIP then inhibits VIP precursor with a time delay (time-delayed negative
feedback). Similar to turning off the calcium current in the hair cell, if one reduces the
VIP to firing rate gain then the VIP oscillation can be turned off. In both cases a fast
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positive feed back followed by a slow negative one makes for spontaneous oscillation in
the quiet or in the dark.
Day length on earth is almost exactly 24 hours with the only change being that
hours of light are continually being traded for hours of darkness as we go from summer to
winter, and vice versa. At 45 degrees north latitude our light-dark period changes from
16-8 in the summer to 9-15 in the winter with the fastest rate of decrease in light
occurring near the fall equinox where the light period is shortening by about 4 minutes
per day (40). What is the advantage to mammalian life on a rotating world that it be able
to remember the light-dark cycle and the rate of change of this light-dark cycle? The
SCN is in effect remembering the entraining signal by persisting with a long-lived
transient limit cycle in its synchronized repressor feed back loops inside its coupled clock
neurons. Here a comparison to electronics is useful: a 2nd order lock-in amplifier creates
a replica signal at a slowly moving entraining frequency and thereby forms a memory for
that entraining signal (42). Then its replica remains close to its locked frequency in the
event of a signal dropout so that when the signal returns, reacquisition by lock-in or pullin is very rapid. In a lock-in amplifier an active high-gain feed back loop is responsible
for the long holding times. Also, note that a 3rd order lock-in has frequency rate memory
together with frequency and phase memories. Thus it appears possible to make a
reasonable comparison between the mammalian SCN with its high-gain VIP feed back
loop and a high loop-gain lock-in amplifier. Here rapid signal reacquisition in case of a
light-dark cycle dropout would seem to be one clear advantage. A second advantage for
precisely remembering the location of the light and dark edges would likely be lightnoise rejection, so that spurious or unexpected light or dark edges would result in
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minimal phase-shifts. Here we note that the mammalian SCN has a type 1 PRC with a
dead zone that rejects light-noise during the day, unlike simpler life forms with type 0
PRCs that lack a dead zone and thus permit light to phase shift the organism throughout
the day (A). Investigations need to be made into the noise-rejection properties of a type 1
PRC with a dynamic dead zone.
We have shown that Siberian hamsters have several days of memory for a lightdark cycle. Cycle memory appears to be due to a strongly rhythmic VIP oscillation and
that the dead zone in mammals can result from a strongly nonlinear kinase-phosphatase
interaction. A good SCN is an extremely accurate timepiece that is correct to within
several minutes out of the 1440 in a day (9). In the way that its clock neurons are
intentionally kept in the dark and isolated away from spurious light, the way that their
biochemical limit-cycles form a replica of a light-dark cycle and thus retain a memory of
the entraining light-dark signal, the mammalian SCN resembles a lock-in amplifier (42).
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